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Abstract

The structure-property relationships of polybenzenoid hydrocarbons (PBHs) were investigated with interpretable machine learning, for which two new tools were developed and applied. First, a novel textual molecular representation, based on the annulation sequence of PBHs was defined and developed. This representation can be used either in its textual form or as a basis for a curated feature-vector; both forms show improved interpretability over the standard SMILES representation, and the former also has increased predictive accuracy. Second, the recently-developed model, CUSTODI, was applied for the first time as an interpretable model and identified important structural features that impact various electronic molecular properties. The resulting insights not only validate several well-known “rules of thumb” of organic chemistry but also reveal new behaviors and influential structural motifs, thus providing guiding principles for rational design and fine-tuning of PBHs.

Introduction

In recent years, machine learning (ML) has been increasingly used in chemistry to address a wide variety of challenges, ranging from drug design1,2 to automatic synthesis,3–5 to accelerating traditional computations.6–8 Whereas the success of earlier models was measured by efficiency and accuracy in prediction, current models are often aimed towards better “interpretability” – i.e., an ability to provide guiding principles and insight into domain relationships.9 In other words, scientists wish to understand “what the model has learned”, which may serve to validate existing chemical laws and intuitions,10,11 or, hopefully, even lead to the discovery of new physical and chemical insights.9,12,13

Recent reports have demonstrated that ML can “rediscover” concepts and conventional wisdom in chemistry and physics. Examples include: the effect of specific functional groups on solubility and HOMO level,11 the hard and soft acids and bases (HSAB) principle for stability of inorganic complexes, and the identification of important normal modes for molecular dissociation14. Alongside these, there is discussion of how ML can lead to entirely new discoveries.12 It should be mentioned, however, that in all of these cases,
domain expertise is required, either to engineer the features given to the model or to place the “understanding” of the model in a domain-appropriate context.

In this work, we apply interpretable machine learning to the question of structure-property relationships in the family of compounds known as cata-condensed polybenzenoid hydrocarbons (PBHs; sometimes also referred to as catafusenes or as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, PAHs). These molecules are impactful in many areas, in particular in human and environmental health and in organic electronics. Due to their importance, these compounds have been extensively studied for many decades, both computationally and experimentally. They continue to garner attention for their potential to be used as organic semiconductors and because they are precursors to nanographene sheets. Understanding the properties of PBHs is crucial to both understanding their reactivity and designing new functional materials and new pathways for safe disposal of harmful ones. Thus, obtaining a deeper understanding of structure-property relationships governing the behavior of PBHs is of interest both from the conceptual aspect and from the practical one.

Beyond these reasons to study PBHs, there is also a fundamental issue. To paraphrase Randic: in order to understand the behavior of polycyclic aromatic systems (PASs) in a general way, one must first understand the systems comprising the archetypal aromatic unit – benzene. We envision that the current study is the necessary foundation for future investigations of broader swaths of the PAS chemical space. The prevalence of PASs in both natural and man-made materials entails that factors affecting their molecular properties are important to consider in designing new functional molecules and materials.

We approach the subject of interpretable ML in the context of aromatic molecules from two directions: a) the introduction of a new type of molecular representation specifically suited to this kind of molecules and b) the application of a novel interpretable ML method, named CUSTODI, which does not require any human-aided feature selection. We show that our new representation is suitable for extracting chemically meaningful insight and has similar performance to state-of-the-art techniques, but with shorter training times and fewer data required for training. The combination of these two new tools allows us both to validate structure-property relationships previously revealed using electronic-structure investigations and also to uncover additional relationships. These can then inform the rational design and/or fine-tuning of properties.

Methods

The LALAS Representation

Our group has demonstrated in a series of reports over the past few years that cata-condensed PASs can be broken down into their smaller components (monocyclic, bicyclic, and tricyclic), and the magnetic properties of the larger molecules can be predicted by summing the contributions of these smaller subunits using an additivity scheme.

For the particular case of the PBHs, molecular properties can be predicted by the type and order of the tricyclic components themselves, where the two tricyclic subunits differ only in their annulation: linear or angular, i.e., anthracene or phenanthrene, respectively. This conclusion allows for a reduction of the molecular structure to the sequence of tricyclic subunits (i.e., the annulation sequence). We have formulated this sequence as a textual representation of the molecule (Figure 1a), containing only the characters “L”, “A”, “(" and
“)” (parentheses are used to denote branching points, where applicable; see Figure 1b for a selection of PBHs and their respective annulation sequences). The resulting names are strings of varying lengths comprising the letters “L” and “A”, which we have accordingly named “LALA Strings” or “LALAS” (the terms “LALAS representations”, “LALAS”, and “annulation sequences” are interchangeable).

The annulation sequence, or LALAS, has been clearly demonstrated to be linked to molecular properties: molecules sharing the same annulation sequence are equiaromatic (i.e., the same aromatic behavior) in both the ground state and the lowest excited triplet state. The annulation sequences themselves demonstrate a clear connection to and enable prediction of numerous molecular properties, including relative stability, aromatic character, singlet-triplet energy gaps, and location of spin density in the triplet excited state.

The generation of a LALAS for a given molecule proceeds according to the following protocol (similar to IUPAC rules for naming branched alkanes), which we have automated in a modified version of Predi-XY. The modified code for generating the LALAS is freely accessible online.

a. For unbranched molecules, each tricyclic subcomponent is denoted as a letter “L” or “A”, depending on the type of annulation. The choice of “left-to-right” or “right-to-left” is random, i.e., each molecule has (at least) two valid LALAS. E.g., the molecule LLA (Figure 1B) can also be read as ALL.
b. For branched molecules, we search for the longest possible path through the molecule, and denote this the “main branch”. E.g., the main branch of molecule LLA() is a chain of 5 rings.
c. If there are branching points, they are denoted with “()” (e.g., LLA() in Figure 1B). Note that branching points will always follow an “A”, as they are by necessity connected to the middle ring of an angular annulation. Note, also, that the notation “()” implies a branch containing a single ring.
d. Branches longer than a single ring will have their own sequence, which will be detailed within the parentheses (e.g., LAA(L)LL in Figure 1B).
e. If there are two different paths of similar length, the one with more branching points is chosen as the main branch.
We emphasize that, in contrast to SMILES or SELFIES, which describe molecules on an atom-connectivity basis, LALAS describe molecules using ring-based subunits. As such, they reduce the dimensionality of the molecular representation, while retaining important structural information. This trait could allow for significant improvement in efficiency of training ML models—in reducing both the training time and the required training set size. We also note that several graph-theoretical based notations for PBHs have been previously proposed, most notably by Gutman,\textsuperscript{29} Balaban,\textsuperscript{30–32} and Cyvin.\textsuperscript{33} To the best of our knowledge, these have been used mostly for enumeration of isomers of various types of PBHs. The 3-digit code developed by Balaban in the 1960s, which is the most similar in approach to our own formulation, has been also used to identify correlations to molecular properties (e.g., ionization potential, IP, and electron affinity, EA).\textsuperscript{34,35} In this work, LALAS representations were generated using a modified version of the Predi-XY code developed in our group\textsuperscript{28} and were used in two ways: a) tokenization directly from the string format (LALAS) and b) as a basis for generating a LALA-based feature vector (LFV) for each molecule (\textit{vide infra}).

\textbf{Data Sources}

With the advent of more efficient computational techniques, data-driven investigations have become increasingly common; however, it has been difficult to apply such methods to PBHs, as there is a paucity of suitable data. Recently, our group reported on the COMPAS Project: the construction of a novel COMputational database of Polycyclic Aromatic Systems.\textsuperscript{36} The first instalment of the database, denoted COMPAS-1D, contains data on \sim 8,600 \textit{cata}-condensed PBHs, including their optimized structures and a selection of electronic properties (calculated with DFT at the B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-svp level), as well as their respective SMILES representations and LALAS representations.

For the current study, we removed benzene and naphthalene from the dataset, as they are too short to have a LALAS. Both LALAS and SMILES representations were tokenized using two methods: one-hot\textsuperscript{37} and CUSTODI.\textsuperscript{23}
The properties we extracted from the COMPAS-1D database for this study were: a) HOMO energy; b) LUMO energy; c) HOMO-LUMO gap; d) adiabatic ionization potential (AIP); e) adiabatic electron affinity (AEA); f) relative single-point energy.

LALA Feature-Vector (LFV)
In addition to the LALAS, we generated for each molecule a feature-vector based on curated structural features derived from the LALAS, denoted LFV. This set of chemically intuitive features (detailed in Table 1) was inspired by our collective experience studying PBHs and by structure-property relationships previously found in smaller datasets.\textsuperscript{24,27} The purpose of using the LFV as input was threefold: (1) to validate the intuition we developed previously, (2) to check the predictive power of these descriptors, and (3) to compare the conclusions derived from this set of PBH-specific features to those derived from more general chemical representation.

Table 1. List of curated structural features extracted from the LALAS of each molecule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>feature #</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Longest linear stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Number of rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ratio of “L” tokens in total LALAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Number of branching points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Longest linear stretch degeneracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Longest angular stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Second longest linear stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Number of “LAL” subsequences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CUSTODI Framework
CUSTODI is a recently developed tokenization technique for text-based molecular representations. A full description of the method is beyond the scope of this report. In brief, the approach of CUSTODI is to find, using linear regression, the best fitting tokenization dictionary for a given target property. The resulting dictionary can be used for tokenization (CUSTODI representation) or for prediction (CUSTODI model), as shown in Figure 2. Both the CUSTODI representation and the CUSTODI model were used in this work. For further details on the method, the reader is referred to reference \textsuperscript{23}. 
To perform a methodical comparison, four supervised learning models were used, ranging from standard to state-of-the-art (for further details on each model, please refer to Section S4 in the Supporting Information). Kernel ridge regression (KRR) and random forest (RF) were used in conjunction with CUSTODI tokenization and LALA features as input (denoted as CUSTODI[LALAS]); a recurrent neural network (RNN) was trained on one-hot tokenization of the LALAS and SMILES (denoted One-Hot[SMILES] and One-Hot[LALAS], respectively); and a state-of-the-art\textsuperscript{38,39} graph convolution (GC) model was used with the MolConv input.\textsuperscript{40} The KRR and RF models were implemented using scikit-learn,\textsuperscript{41} the RNN model by using tensorflow,\textsuperscript{42} and the GC model by using DeepChem\textsuperscript{43} with an identical architecture as the MoleculeNet benchmark.\textsuperscript{38}

The data was split into training and testing sets and hyperparameter optimization was performed using Bayesian optimization algorithm (Gaussian process) as implemented in the scikit-optimize python package.\textsuperscript{44} Model selection was done using 5-fold cross validation. Exact details on the hyperparameters of each model are in Section S4.2 in the Supporting Information. The best model was retrained on the whole training set and used to estimate the model's performance. All properties were normalized using z-score normalization (0 mean and 1 standard deviation) and all tokenized strings were padded before insertion into the models.

**Interpretation of CUSTODI**

The interpretation of CUSTODI is relatively straightforward: each tokenization value corresponds to a substring (e.g., atom or functional group), and these values are used to make the model’s prediction (Eq. 1). In this work, each tokenization value corresponds to a tricyclic substructure within the PBH.
\[
\text{bias} + \sum_{c_j \in S_i} \sum_{k=1}^{\text{degree}} n_{c_i \cdots c_{i+k-1}} x_{c_i \cdots c_{i+k-1}} = p_i
\]

(1)

Where \(s_i\) is the string representation of molecule \(i\) in the database, \(c_i\) is the \(i\)th character in \(s_i\), \(n_{c_i \cdots c_{i+k-1}}\) is the number of occurrences of the substring \(c_i \cdots c_{i+k-1}\) in \(s_i\), \(x_{c_i \cdots c_{i+k-1}}\) is the substring’s tokenization value and \(p_i\) is the target property. From Eq. 1, the tokenization value is proportional to the significance of the represented substructure for a given property. The tokenization value \(x\) is not independent of the number of occurrences \(n\), and there is actually an inverse proportion between them. To account for this proportion, the importance of each substring is given by

\[
\beta_{c_i \cdots c_{i+k-1}} = \frac{n_{c_i \cdots c_{i+k-1}} x_{c_i \cdots c_{i+k-1}}}{\text{bias} + \sum_{c_j \in S_i} \sum_{k=1}^{\text{degree}} n_{c_i \cdots c_{i+k-1}} x_{c_i \cdots c_{i+k-1}}}
\]

(2)

So that the sum of all the importance terms is 1.

We emphasize that the analysis made here can be repeated for many chemical compounds and can produce similar intuition on the effects of various functional groups on properties. Unlike previous reports (a few are detailed in the Introduction, \textit{vide supra}), CUSTODI does not rely on hand-crafted features. By iterating over all possible substrings, CUSTODI in essence performs its own data-driven feature-engineering. The main advantages are that this does not require any chemical intuition and tests all substructures in the dataset simultaneously. As a result, this reduces possible sources of bias and allows for identification of features that might not be obvious to experts. The disadvantages are that CUSTODI cannot search for varying-length substrings and will likely not identify features that involve non-adjacent structural components.

Results and Discussion
The two main aspects of the work are presented and discussed in the following sections: a) the performance of LALAS as a molecular representation and b) the use of LALAS in conjunction with interpretable ML models (CUSTODI and RF) to gain new chemical insights into PBHs.

The Performance of LALAS
As mentioned above, LALAS are specifically tailored to describe PBH compounds. To test the added value of this dedicated representation versus commonly used general-purpose representations, the performance of several models trained on LALAS was compared to the same models trained on other types of input (see Methods for further details on the selected models for comparison). The models employed are detailed in the Methods section and in Figure 3, which provides an illustration of all input+model combinations.
The results obtained with a training set containing 7,674 molecules (90%) are illustrated in Figure 4 (the full fit results on the database are in Section S6 in the Supporting Information).
As seen in the averaged performance plot (Figure 4, top row), the RNN model had the best performance of all models trained on the various LALA-based representations. We also observe that the RNN model is the only one in which both One-Hot[LALAS] and One-Hot[SMILES] performed comparably well (and, surprisingly, almost as well as the GC model).

In all other cases, the CUSTODI[LALAS] representation performed markedly better than the CUSTODI[SMILES] representation. What is more, when using CUSTODI[LALAS] as input, the RF model performed similarly to the best-performing RNN and GC models, which are considered much more sophisticated. A possible explanation is that the simpler syntax of LALAS better suits the linear approximation in CUSTODI, thus allowing for better tokenization dictionaries to be generated for LALA, as compared to SMILES.

The LFV did not show consistent behavior as an input: the RF model trained on LFVs performed the poorest; however, the KRR model trained on LFVs performed better than both CUSTODI[SMILES] and CUSTODI[LALAS]. This variance in performance is not surprising, as the RF and KRR models work best on significantly different latent spaces.

A visual inspection of the individual plots in Figure 4 indicates that the relative energy is the only property with a qualitatively different picture. For this property, it appears that there is a dramatic difference in the performance of the two RNN models, and the

Figure 4: top: average test set MAE (average of MAE/standard deviation) for all the tested model-representation pairs. Bottom: test set MAE of all model-representation pairs.
performance of RNN model trained on the One-Hot[LALAS] representation appears to be noticeably poorer than the model trained on the One-Hot[SMILES] representation. We must emphasize, however, that such an interpretation is misleading, considering that, in fact, all the models show very satisfactory accuracy: they predict the relative electronic energy with MAE < 0.002 eV, which is smaller than the margin of error of the DFT calculations.

Nevertheless, this apparent shift in performance (relative to the other molecular properties) led us to consider possible differences between the representations, which might affect the prediction of relative energy. One important difference is the way LALAS treat angular annulations. Angular annulations can have two types of direction – clockwise and counter-clockwise. Consecutive angular annulations in opposite directions create a zig-zag type of topology, which is planar in the ground state.\textsuperscript{45,46} However, consecutive angular annulations in the same direction create cove, fjord, and eventually helix formations (for two, three, and four consecutive A annulations, respectively). These differences do not necessarily affect electronic properties (e.g., molecules with similar annulation sequences are equiaromatic – i.e., have similar aromaticity patterns – regardless of the direction of the A annulations), however such substructures can affect relative energy as they have an increasing degree of curvature, which introduces helical strain, i.e., higher relative energy. Whereas SMILES representations include this information, LALAS do not differentiate between the types of angular annulations. Therefore, in principle, there could be performance discrepancies between the two; in practice, we observe that both perform exceedingly well on the given data.

Having analyzed the performance of the individual models in terms of prediction accuracy, we now turn to comparing the training time required for each of the models. Table S2 (Supporting Information, Section S2) gives the average time per molecule for each of the models. In general, we find that using the LALAS (or representations derived from LALAS) markedly decreases training time for the RF and RNN models (by factors of ~6 and ~5, respectively), and moderately decreases training time for the KRR and CUSTODI models (by a factor of ~2 for both).

Finally, a major advantage of LALAS is revealed when comparing the performance of models trained on smaller training sets. The top four best-performing input+model combinations were identified from Figure 4, and new models were trained on varying training-set sizes. Both LALAS and LFVs indeed show superior performance in small datasets compared to other tested methods. Using only 10\% of the data for training, the RNN model trained on One-Hot[LALAS] achieved a normalized test set MAE of 0.12 eV, which is markedly lower than the other three models. At a training-set size of 40\%, GC achieved similar results as the RNN, MAE = 0.11 eV, and at 70\% all four models showed comparable results. This may be attributed to the concise nature of the LALAS: the LALAS of a given molecule is, on average, shorter by 86.5\% (55 characters) than the SMILES of the same molecule. In addition, the complexity of the language is substantially reduced – only four types of characters. Thus, lower variance is expected for models trained on LALAS.
Interpretation Based on Annulation Sequence

As mentioned above, the simplification that is inherent in LALAS affects not only model performance, but also interpretability, which is a main goal of this work. Whereas single atoms or atom-pairs can have meaning as functional groups in many organic molecules, in PBHs individual carbon atoms often do not carry significant chemical meaning. LALAS connect textual characters with chemically meaningful subunits, i.e., specific ring annulation patterns. This makes it amenable to interpretation when used for training text-based models such as CUSTODI (the methodology for interpreting the CUSTODI model dictionary is presented in the Methods section).

To extract the most meaningful insights from a given model, one should first ensure that the model shows good and reliable performance. Therefore, we initially performed a benchmarking procedure, to determine the optimal degree of CUSTODI for these data. This procedure is included in the hyperparameter optimization of the CUSTODI model, as the degree of CUSTODI is a hyperparameter of the model (see Methods for details). In other words: CUSTODI-1 was trained on subsequences of a single character (e.g., “L”, “A”), CUSTODI-2 was trained subsequences containing either one or two characters (e.g., “L”, “LA”), and CUSTODI-3 was trained on subsequences containing either one, two or three characters (e.g., “A”, “(L”, “ALA”). The best-performing model was found to be CUSTODI-2. The importance terms of the trained CUSTODI-2 model are presented in Figure 6. We emphasize that, while these terms can help assign the importance of the various structural features, they do not tell us in which way the features impact each property, i.e., increasing or decreasing the value of the predicted property. Such an analysis requires different treatment, which is the subject of ongoing work and will be disclosed in due course.
Figure 6: Importance terms ($\beta$) for substrings of LALAS for each property in the database. Only substrings with importance greater than 5% are displayed. Importance is based on CUSTODI model trained on 88% of the data.

Figure 6 shows that the properties HOMO, LUMO, and HOMO-LUMO gap have a similar dependence on particular substring sequences, which is not surprising. In addition, we observe a marked difference between the relative importance of the factors governing these three properties and those determining the relative energy of each molecule (note: the relative energy is calculated with respect to the respective lowest-energy isomer; for further details see 36). The adiabatic ionization potential (AIP) and adiabatic electron affinity (AEA) have some similarity to the three aforementioned electronic properties, which is in accordance with Koopman’s theorem.47 Yet, there are also dissimilarities, which demonstrate that the model is capable of distinguishing between the property types.

The main factor influencing the HOMO, LUMO, and HOMO-LUMO gap is the presence of linear annulations (L, $\beta = 17.7\%$) and stretches of two consecutive linear annulations (LL, $\beta = 9.1\%$; i.e., four benzene rings annulated linearly, akin to naphthacene). These properties are affected by the presence of angular annulations to a lesser extent (A, $\beta = 11.6\%$), while the existence of branching points does not seem to be important. Our recent analysis of the COMPAS-1D dataset showed that the HOMO, LUMO, and HOMO-LUMO gap all depend on the length of the Longest L subsequence. Because CUSTODI-2 only looks as subsequences up to two letters long, we cannot see here the importance of longer Longest L subsequences. Nevertheless, all of these observations are in line with our previous observations on these compounds.36

In contrast, the main factors influencing the relative energy are different. We observe the following dependencies: linear annulations (L, $\beta = 16.5\%$), consecutive series of angular annulations (AA, $\beta = 11.3\%$), and branching points following an angular annulation (“A”, $\beta = 10.8\%$). The subsequence “AL” also appears, which implies that it is not only the presence of angular annulations that matters, but also what surrounds them, or at what point the A sequence is broken. These results are in line with our previous observations pertaining to prediction of the relative energy, which we attributed to the strain that is incurred by sequences of consecutive A motifs. Specifically, we noted that consecutive sequences of A annulations can be either helical or planar, depending on the direction of
the consecutive As. While A annulations in opposing directions lead to “zig-zag” formation that is planar, stretches of A annulations in the same direction lead to the formation of helical structures (known as cove, fjord, and helix). The features entail helical strain which raises the relative energy. Therefore, it is not surprising to find them among the main influencers in the prediction of relative energy. Corroboration for this interpretation can be found in our analysis of the COMPAS-1D dataset, which has shown that the increase in relative electronic energy is correlated to the deviation from planarity.36

In this context, we note that the relationship between angular annulations and stability has also been investigated with other computational and conceptual tools. For example, the same observations can be interpreted in the context of Clar’s rule,48,49 which states that isomers with a larger number of Clar sextets are more stable than those with fewer Clar sextets. In general, angular annulations and branching points allow for more Clar sextets to be generated, which can therefore influence the relative energy. We are currently investigating the link between Clar structures, aromaticity indices, and the relative energy, to see if this interpretation can be substantiated. Other computational analyses have also rationalized the greater stability of angular isomers in the ground state via graph-theory,50 additional π-bonding,51,52 and a greater number of resonance structures.53

Though the L motifs are predicted by the model to have an importance effect, the direction of this effect is unknown. Hence, it can, in principle, be perceived in two ways: a) following the previous rationalization, the presence of L motifs can be seen as precluding the formation of such non-planar motifs and therefore contributing to stabilization; or b) the L motifs may contribute to destabilization, not via geometric deformation but rather through an electronic effect. Since it is well-established that the most stable isomers are the phenacenes (i.e., the “zig-zag” PBHs),51,52 one may conclude based on this previous knowledge that the operative case is (b). Nevertheless, we are currently working on implementation of more sophisticated DL models that also reveal the direction of each feature’s influence.

As mentioned above, the AEA and AIP mostly show similarity to the HOMO, LUMO, and HOMO-LUMO gap analyses, with some exceptions. The main difference is that for both AIP and AEA the angular annulation (“A”, $\beta = 17.7\%$) shows slightly greater importance than the linear annulation (“L”, $\beta = 14.2\%$). One possible explanation can be found in the work of Khatymov et al., who found that the stabilization of the LUMO is hampered due to specific symmetry features in the angular phenanthrene, which may be generalized to homologous series of angularly annulated PBHs.54 As a result, within Koopmans’ theorem (though just a crude approximation for our DFT-calculated values), the EA is expected to decrease in magnitude. An alternative, or complementary, explanation is that many of the molecules containing multiple A annulations have some degree of helicity, which may affect the charge delocalization. Therefore, the presence of As becomes an important factor for the predictive model.

We note that, for all properties, the intercept has a large importance value, i.e., a large influence on the predicted value. As described in the Methods section, the intercept is a constant value that describes the bias of the CUSTODI model. In cases where the bias itself has a large value, relative to the individual tokenization values, the intercept has a strong influence. This can be understood in the following way: the CUSTODI model learns the
“average value” of a property and the importance assigned to each of the subsequences represents the effect of the respective subsequence on that relative value.

**Interpretation Based on the LFV**

The RF model has an inherent way of finding feature importance. Our analysis focuses on the RF model trained on LFVs (Figure 7). The results show very similar patterns to those obtained with CUSTODI[LALAS]. Considering that LFVs are essentially domain expertise-based features which we extracted from LALAS, this implies that the CUSTODI model successfully captures the features directly from the textual representations, without the need for human intervention.

The RF model shows that the HOMO, LUMO, and HOMO-LUMO gap are mainly affected by the length of the longest stretch of linear annulations (“Longest L”, 87%). Unsurprisingly, the AIP and AEA are also mainly influenced by the linear annulations (“Longest L”, 80.2%). However, AEA and AIP are also affected by the number of rings, which is in line with previous reports of a size-dependency for these properties. It is generally considered that the larger a conjugated system is, the better it is expected to stabilize excess charge through delocalization.

The relative energy displays a very different set of dependencies, chief among them are the longest stretch of angular annulations (“Longest A”, 27.1%), the number of branches in the molecule (“No. Branching points”, 21.2%), and the degeneracy of the longest linear sequence (“Longest L Degeneracy”, 20.6%). The ratio of L motifs, the longest linear sequence, and the number of LAL sequences also have non-negligible influences (10%, 12.1%, and 6.4%, respectively). As mentioned above, we believe that the impact of the angular annulations can be attributed either to variations in helical strain or to the possible number of Clar sextets that can be formed. Similarly, the number of branches is influential because it is related to the tendency to form helical structures (an increase in branches precludes linear stretches and increases the likelihood of angular stretches in similar directions).

As we explained above, we hypothesize that, while the A motifs appear to raise the energy through geometrical deformation, the L motifs raise it via electronic effects. Thus, we observe a dependence also on several features describing the presence of L motifs. As opposed to the other properties, where only the longest linear stretch was important, here also the degeneracy (i.e., the longest stretch that appears more than once) is important. This indicates that the effect of individual linear stretches on the relative energy may be additive, while on other properties it is exclusive. Interestingly, the relative energy also shows a dependence on a specific substructure, “LAL”. This particular subsequence was previously noted as behaving in an anomalous manner in the prediction of magnetic behavior in PBHs.
Conclusions

In this work, we applied interpretable ML tools to investigate the structure-property relationships in the family of PBHs, which are archetypal polycyclic species. We introduced a new type of textual molecular representation, which is specifically suited for these molecules. This representation can be used either in string form (LALAS) or as the basis for a feature-vector (LFV). In addition, we applied a new type of interpretable ML method, CUSTODI. Comparison to standard models and input types demonstrated the added value of LALAS to both efficiency and interpretability.

The application of these two new tools to the newly reported database, COMPAS-1D, [ref: database paper] allowed us to gain chemical insight into the structure-property relationships of PBHs. Four main conclusions were reached:

1. most of the electronic properties of PBHs we studied are primarily influenced by the presence and length of consecutive linear annulations in the molecule;
2. the relative energy of isomeric PBHs is mainly affected by the presence of angular annulations and branching points in the molecule;
3. as expected from Koopmans' theorem, AIP and AEA have similar dependencies as HOMO, LUMO, and HOMO-LUMO gap, however, the former two are also size-dependent while the latter appear not to be;
4. there are “privileged” subsequences, one of which we identified – “LAL”.

To a certain extent, (some of) these insights may be considered well-known “rules of thumb” or “conventional wisdom” in the chemical community. However, to the best of our knowledge, have never been demonstrated in a data-driven manner. Indeed, the
agreement between the ML interpretation and generally accepted chemical behavior indicates that the models performed reliably well, and we have validated these rules of thumb with an unprecedented dataset containing ~8,700 PBHs. Nevertheless, there are also new insights, such as factors influencing relative energy of PBH isomers and the existence of “privileged” subsequences. We also emphasize that the importance analysis presented here indicated that the relationship between linear sequences and the various molecular properties is different. Specifically, for all of the properties except the relative energy, it appears that only the single longest linear stretch is important and how many times such a sequence appears does not matter; in contrast, for the relative energy, the degeneracy of these sequences does matter, which suggests that they might contribute cumulatively to destabilization.

Importantly, similar conclusions were obtained using the CUSTODI model, which was trained on LALAS without any preprocessing, and the RF model, which was trained on LFVs – domain-expert curated features. This serves to indicate that the CUSTODI model is capable of extracting the important structural features from this new representation automatically, without expert intervention. We emphasize that CUSTODI can be used in a similar manner on different string representations to derive structure-property relationships.

Both the RF and CUSTODI models describe the relative importance of various structural features/subunits, but they could not describe their effect – i.e., increase or decrease in magnitude. Our group is currently exploring the use of additional interpretable algorithms to provide further insight into this, as well as other, aspects. In particular, we are investigating the direct impact of individual structural motifs on different aromaticity indices. Additional emphasis is on the expansion of the LALAS representation concept to include peri-condensed and poly(hetero)cyclic aromatic systems and on generating the relevant data to enable further exploration and analysis of this chemical space.

Data and Code Availability
The full code used in this paper appear in our GitLab repository at https://gitlab.com/porannegroup/lalas. The data was taken from the COMPAS Project repository at https://gitlab.com/porannegroup/compas.
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A text-based molecular representation was designed for polybenzenoid hydrocarbons, enabling automatic feature extraction by interpretable machine learning models. New structure-property relationships were found.